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Meanwhile, regions of f armed-out cotton land like the *'black
prairie belt" of central and northern Alabama were being
turned into grassland to make way for beef and a dairying
industry utilizing all the resources of the electrical age for
production and processing. This also meant dispossession of
many tenant families, in effect like the old English enclosure
movement, with added prosperity for those who survived.
In the Middle West mechanical corn pickers, especially the
two-row type that came into use between 1928 and 1933,
were estimated before the end of the decade to have dis-
placed from a third to a half of the itinerant labor which
Iowafs crop formerly employed. In one of Ohio's best corn-
growing counties sixty per cent of all maize harvested off the
stalk was so picked. In the wheat belt the harvester-combine
enjoyed a similar popularity, with the "baby'* model of
1935 and the "midget" of 1939 catering to the small farmer,
By reason of nearly universal adoption of these machines,
seasonal labor in the wheat fields had by 1939 become almost
a thing of the past. For every one hundred farm-labor jobs
offered, two hundred and thirty-six unemployed agricultural
laborers were available.
Many tillers of the soil were beginning to grasp the fact,
set forth in 1937 by the National Resources Committee, that
income tended to vary with the degree of mechanization.
Thus Alabama, with the lowest gross income per agricul-
turalist in the whole country—$492 per annum—showed
only 1.5 horse power available and $142 invested in machin-
ery; while Montana, with 22.5 horse power and $953 worth
of machinery, enjoyed a gross income of $1798. This dem-
onstration, naturally enough, proved more potent to the
P. S. Taylor, Power Farming and Labor Displacement in the Cotton Belt
(U. S. Bur. of Labor Statistics, serial no. R 737, 1937). A report of the
National Resources Committee, Technological Trends and National Policy
(Wash., 1937), 143, remarked that, whether for good or evil, this machine
hit at the greatest single source of employment in America for women and chil-
dren. For the international outlook in cotton, see P. F. Drucker, "Exit King
Cotton/' Harper's Mag., CXCH (1946), 473-480.

